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Destin Glass provide services to homeowners, builders and 

designers including Shower Door and Bath Enclosures, 

Window Replacement, Custom Mirrors, Glass Table Tops, 

Furniture Protectors, Commercial Storefront Installation, 

Patio Door Replacement and a lot more!

We pride ourself with great Customer Service.  We 

understand how difficult and stressful a glass project can be 

for our loyal customers, so we go beyond the standard to help 

you out with your questions, needs and requests.

Voted Finest Glass Company on the Emerald Coast by The 

Destin Log and Northwest Florida Daily News, we stand 

behind our commitment to giving you the best experience 

servicing your glass needs.
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1000 SERIES 
The Ultimate in Frameless Shower Design

The clean architecture of a single rail presents an elegant solution for the shower of your 

dreams. Precision engineered in Polished and brushed stainless steel your finishes for 
both 3/8 and 1/2 inch glass applications.

Comes standard with 18″ ladder pull. Available in Brushed Stainless Steel, Polished 
Stainless Steel, and Oil-Rubbed Bronze.

● 3/8″ and 1/2″ glass applications

● up to 37″ wide door
● up to 110 lbs.
● 18″ ladder pull standard
● up to 240″ runnin rail (cut to size and pre-drilled with adjustable inserts
● SealPro Glass Sealant Available



HYDROSLIDE SERIES 
The European “All Glass” Look

● Hydroslide Sliding Shower Door Kits were designed for full standing showers or 

above bathtubs. The Hydroslide System can accommodate a wide range of shower 
designs with fixed glass panels on either end, or both sides at 90 or 180 degrees. 
The Hydroslide System also accommodates the option of floor-tonear-ceiling 
glass panels with a sliding door. Hydroslide Sliding Shower Door Kits feature the 
latest European ‘all-glass’ look.

● The 180 Degree Wall-to-Wall Installation only requires the 180 Degree Standard 
Kit for the installation.

● The 90 Degree Wall-to-Glass Installation requires the 180 Degree Standard Kit, 
plus the 90 Degree Wall-to-Glass Accessory Kit. Individual or replacement parts 
can also be ordered from the next page. Hydroslide Kits come in four finishes: 
Chrome Fittings with a Brite Anodized Sliding Track, Polished Brass with a Brite 
Gold Anodized Sliding Track, Brushed Nickel with Brushed Nickel Anodized 
Sliding Track, and Oil Rubbed



SERENITY SERIES
The Floating Glass Shower Enclosure

Our NEW Serenity Series Sliding Door System has an entirely different look from 

traditional sliding shower door systems. The use of minimal hardware provides a 
frameless look that gives the enclosure an almost floating appearance. Specially designed 
roller bearings allow for quiet, easy opening and closing of the door. This unique roller 
system operates above the header bar that spans the top of the enclosure.

One sliding and one fixed panel make the 180 Degree Standard Kit beautiful and practical. 
The Kit includes all items pictured at bottom right of the page, with the exception of the 
90 Degree Accessory Kit, which is purchased separately (see bottom left of page). The 
durable polished or brushed stainless steel units will work with 5/16″ or 3/8″ (8 or 10 mm) 
thick tempered glass (not included).

● SPECIFICATIONS:
Glass Thickness Range: 5/16″ or 3/8″ (8 or 10 mm) Tempered Safety Glass (Not 
Included)
Material: Stainless Steel Only. Chrome, Brushed Nickel & Matte Black Finishes



CAMBRIDGE BYPASS SERIES
The Barn Style Bypass Shower Enclosure

The Cambridge Series enclosure has the same clean design as the Serenity 
Series but with a double header and dual operating bypass panels. The use of 
minimal hardware provides a frameless look that gives the enclosure an almost 
floating appearance. Specially designed roller bearings allow for quiet and easy 
opening and closing of the door. Dual sliding panels make the Cambridge Series 
both practical and beautiful.

● 3/8" glass with brilliant polished edges

● Dual rectangular stainless steel header

● External mounted anti-jump roller design

● Both panels have full bypass operation

● Adjustable open door stop for both panels



ESSENCE SERIES
Headerless Barn Style Shower Enclosure

● Our NEW Essence Series allows a headerless appearance by utilizing a bottom 

rolling system that includes an anti-derail/anti-pinch guard feature. The bottom 
rollers also have an integrated height adjustment for door to vertical jamb 
alignment. By being completely header-free, a frameless vertical and horizontal 
appearance is achieved. Smooth and quiet operation of the door is the 
cornerstone of this bottom rolling unit.

● With your separate addition of a free standing shower head and valves, new 
configurations are possible, such as beautiful island designs, U-shaped designs, 
and L-shaped designs with unconventionally placed plumbing walls.

● The Essence Series Frameless Sliding Shower Door System is for use only with 
1/2″ (12 mm) thick tempered safety glass (not included). It is stocked in four 
popular finishes, with a choice of rounded or square corner rollers.

● Sold in a Basic Kit that allows both 180 degree and 90 degree installations, the 
user simply orders the necessary Brackets, and Handle or Knob separately to 
complete the installation



FRAMELESS INLINE SERIES
Opens Up the Bathroom Visually

● Inline frameless glass shower enclosures opens up the room visually. An inline 

frameless shower is comprised of a shower opening that has three walls and one 
“inline” opening space. Any combination of glass doors and panels used to enclose 
the shower space will be fixed side-by-side (or at 180 degrees).

● There are many types of inline frameless glass shower enclosures. The most 
common is the Fixed panel and a door attached to a wall combination, especially 
for contractor-grade bathrooms. You can be as creative as you want with your 
custom made shower enclosure. Since we create your glass from start to finish in 
house, we have the flexibility to build your creativity.

● Many finishes available. The most common finishes are Brushed Nickel, 
Oil-Rubbed Bronze and Chrome

● Clips and U-Channel Options available with 8” handle.



NEO-ANGLE SERIES
Creative Problem-Solving for Corner Showers.

● The Neo frameless shower door complements an angular bathroom space by 

utilizing our state-of-the art measuring, designing and fabricating techniques. If 
your stylish, space-saving corner shower is in need of that final touch, our Neo 
frameless shower doors will brilliantly and instantly turn your bathroom into a 
show stopper.

● By custom tailoring your angular shower, it will be transformed into a one-of-a 
kind centerpiece.

● The neo angle design adds pizazz with a designer look and a touch of creative 
problem-solving for corner showers. A neo angle, or diamond-shaped, shower has 
three glass sides enclosing two walls. And is most often used as a stylish, 
space-saving corner shower. Instead of squaring off two glass panels to build out a 
corner shower, the neo angle design typically includes a glass door placed across 
from the inner corner of the shower. Then two glass panels on either side of the 
door return to each wall at 135 degree angle.

● The return panels may sit atop one or two half-walls. You tell us what you want 
and we can custom create it.



FRAMELESS SINGLE DOOR
Simple. Sleek. Custom Frameless Beauty.

● Many people go wrong with this type of shower door. They get the framed glass 

door. The frame around that glass is bulky and draws the attention from the actual 
beauty of the bathroom. Having a frameless single glass door for your shower 
enclosure will change the appearance of your bathroom from ordinary to 
extraordinary.

● Don’t fall in the trap of that framed door, go frameless. Our frameless single glass 
shower doors are custom made to fit the space in your bathroom. Vitralum has 
trained our glaziers to create perfection in your frameless glass door. This door 
will fit just right in the space given.

● Brushed Nickel, Chrome and Oil-Rubbed Bronze Finishes available with 8” Back 
to Back Handle.



SHOWER SPLASH PANEL
Style. Functional. Easy Shower Access

● Why bother with the hassle of a door? Sometimes all you need is a single panel to 

enhance and beautify your bathroom. This panel will not only enhance the visual 
appeal to your bathroom, it is functional and allows for easy shower access.

● These panel doors are a great way to simply and style and class to your bathroom.
● Many Finishes available. The most common finishes are Brushed Nickel, Chrome 

and Oil-Rubbed Bronze
● Radius splash guards are available and have 3 touched corners and one 10" radius 

corner



BYPASS SERIES
The Solution for Tight Spaces.

● Do you need a solution for your shower that is in a tight space? We can solve this 

for you with our bypass shower doors. These shower doors are practical solutions 
for tight spaces. They will slide easily and also come with great towel bar handles. 
The room that you save in your bathroom with the sliding shower doors will give 
your bathroom that crisper feel which you are looking for.

● These elegantly designed frameless sliders are practical and classy. Keep that 
space sharp with frameless glass 

● Available in Brushed Nickel, Chrome and Oil-Rubbed Bronze Finishes.
● ¼” and ⅜” thick glass available



SEMI-FRAMELESS SERIES
Euro Style Rounded Header

● Designed to meet the demands of both style and affordability, our Style Series 

swing shower doors feature 1/4” frame-less glass with a full-length, continuous, 
concealed hinge. A fully anodized compression fit handle mounts over the edge of 
the glass to complete the modern look of our Style Series.

● Standard Features
● Traditional style semi-frameless door with hinge rail
● 1/4" door glass with brilliant polished edges
● Fully Anodized magnetic handle which mounts over the edge of glass with 

integrated magnetic closure
● Continuous concealed hinge with stainless steel pin
● Clear vinyl drip-rail and sweep
● Designed with a built-in open door stop at 100°
● Safety tempered glass
● Clear vinyl glazing
● Door can be combined with most any configuration
● Maximum single door width is 36"
● Door can be installed hinge-left or hinge-right



FREESTYLE SERIES
Euro Style Rounded Header

● Freestyle Series swing shower door enclosures feature 1/4” frame-less glass with 

a full-length, continuous, concealed hinge. Rounded pull handles mounted 
through-the-glass combined with a sleek closure design, complete the stylish 
appearance.

● Standard Features
● Traditional Style semi-frameless door with hinge rail
● 1/4" door glass with brilliant polished edges
● Euro-style tubular 6" push-pull handle mounted through glass
● Continuous concealed hinge with stainless steel pins
● Magnetic closure
● Clear vinyl drip rail
● Designed with a built-in open door-stop at 100°
● Safety tempered glass
● Clear vinyl glazing
● Door can be combined with most any configuration
● Maximum single door width is 36"
● Door can be installed hinge-left or hinge-right



HAYLINE SERIES
Euro Style Rounded Header

● Hyaline Series swing shower doors feature 1/4” frame-less glass combined with 

solid aluminum patch hinges that mount through the glass for a fully frame-less, 
contemporary European look and feel. Euro-Style Rounded pull handles mounted 
through-the-glass combined with a sleek closure design, complete the upscale 
appearance.

● Standard Features
● Patch hinge, semi-frameless door
● 1/4" door glass with brilliant polished edges
● Machined aluminum patch hinges mounted through the glass
● Euro-style, tubular 6" push-pull handle mounted through glass
● Magnetic closure
● Clear vinyl drip-rail and sweep
● Safety tempered glass
● Clear vinyl glazing
● Door can be combined with most any configuration
● Maximum single door width is 36"
● Door can be installed hinge-left or hinge-right



7000 FRAMED SERIES
Euro Style Rounded Header

● Our 7000 Series swing shower door enclosures offer the widest range of choices 

in swing doors with options including standard sizes, custom sizes, metal finishes, 
and glass types. 7000 Series swing doors feature an attractive appearance and 
outstanding performance value to enhance most any bath setting.

● Standard Features
● Premium Weight traditional style door frame
● Standard pull handle mounted through the side rail
● Continuous concealed hinge with stainless steel pin
● Full length magnetic closure
● Clear Vinyl drip-rail with drip collector and sweep
● Designed with a built in open door-stop at 100°
● Safety tempered glass
● Clear vinyl glazing
● Door can be combined with most any configuration
● Maximum single door width is 36"
● Door can be installed hinge-left or hinge-right



PRESTIGE FRAMED SERIES
Euro Style Rounded Header

● Classic Series swing shower enclosures are characterized by heavy weight 

framing with smoothly contoured profiles for an elegant appearance suitable for 
high-end applications. Fully anodized pull handles mounted through the side 
channels deliver a sleek look and feel.

● Standard Features
● Heavy weight, Euro contoured style door frame
● Standard pull handle mounted through door frame
● Continuous concealed hinge with stainless steel pin
● Full length magnetic closure
● drip-rail with drip collector and sweep
● Designed with a built-in open door-stop at 100°
● Safety tempered glass
● Clear vinyl glazing
● Door can be combined with most any configuration
● Maximum single door width is 36"
● Door can be installed hinge-left or hinge-right



CUSTOM MIRRORS


